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the 4th edition of pakistan studies new text book in pdf is available on
taleem360.com for the students of class xii pakistan studies for the academic

session 2023-24. you can buy this book for rs.30 only. students can download this
book for free from the official site of pctb. find what you are looking for among the

wide collection of ebooks. you can browse through categories like biographies,
drama, poetry and shayari at rekhta e-books. you can also use our e-learning
facility to prepare for your exams and do well. join the a level challenge from

anywhere, anytime, for free. get a huge collection of ebooks in pdf format, with
the help of your smart phone or laptop. we have a large variety of books, ranging
from politics, religion, literature, language to mathematics, history, science and
more. the attempt to teach history from an exclusively nationalist perspective is

also evident in textbooks of balochistan. for example, the textbook for senior
secondary school certificate (ssc) in balochistan states that “the pre-historic
period of the country was in the hands of a race known as indus valley or the

aryans.” it says that the aryans were the first people to enter the country and they
are also known to have destroyed the existing society. these views are quite

similar to those of the rss in india. despite being an indian textbook, this textbook
was published in 2004 and revised in 2010. many textbooks seem to follow a
pattern of presenting an account of the history of the country which does not
reflect the reality of the period. for example, the textbooks for class xi and xii

students in sindh do not reflect any fact or incident that took place in the period of
1905-1914. the history of pakistan has been divided into six periods:
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second, the muslim league was created as a political organisation that could be
used by the british to divide the muslims of india and make an example of them
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for future separation. the division of india and the creation of pakistan were not
the result of a long and arduous struggle for independence. the muslims were not
fighting for democracy. they were not struggling for freedom. they were fighting

for the right of an islamic state to govern them and their future generations. some
of the leaders of the muslim league even thought that the creation of pakistan

was an act of greed and wanted to stay united. but it was the majority of muslims
who sought and wanted to be part of pakistan. all the political parties that were
created after the partition of india were banned in pakistan. they continued their
struggle with the sikhs, the hindus, and other minorities in india. the result was
that they lost their claim to be called minorities. the sikhs were termed as sikhs,
and the hindus were hindus. the most important lesson that all pakistani children
need to learn is that pakistan was created for the promotion and propagation of

religion. the first item on the agenda of the pakistan government was to
implement the quranic laws that are to be followed by muslims as a whole. those
laws include the maintenance of the shrines of saints and the symbols of islam,

such as the use of beards, the hijab, and the namaz. the second item was to
implement the laws that were made by the muslim league. thus, pakistan

implemented the hudood (religious) code, the law of the shariat (sharia law), the
majlis-e-shoora (law-making assembly), the quranic laws of inheritance, marriage,

and divorce. 5ec8ef588b
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